Gold Mining in Brazil’s Amazon Rainforest is a Major Contributor to Malaria Outbreaks

Small-scale gold mining in remote areas of the Brazilian Amazon rainforest results in mosquito breeding grounds which in turn leads to surges in malaria transmission. Small-scale gold mining has become a common means of income for low-income laborers in and around the Amazon. These small mining operations carve out new forest-edge environments in what was previously dense forest. When combined with populations of migrant miners in unsafe conditions, these environmental changes promote malaria outbreaks that ripple far beyond miner encampments. In order to reach the goal of eliminating malaria in Brazil by 2030, persistent malaria transmission within gold mines and as a result of newly deforested areas urgently needs to be addressed.

Recent research conducted by ecologists and economists at Stanford University shows that when small-scale mining activities emerge in rainforest ecosystems, malaria outbreaks soon follow. Unlike intact rainforest, clear-cut alluvial gold mining terrain (like that pictured above and on the following page) increases the abundance of the mosquito species responsible for transmitting the malaria parasite from human to human.

Deforestation and other mining activities destroy forest ecosystems and create swaths of standing, pooled water where mosquitoes thrive and reproduce. Compounding the situation, miners rarely have high-quality housing, usually residing in makeshift residences without adequate protection from mosquitoes. This results in mining regions with rampant mosquitoes and many humans without any protection against them. The life-cycle of vivax malaria also makes matters worse – when miners return home from the forest, they can be asymptomatic and unknowingly bring malaria home with them; one mosquito bite could then spread the disease beyond mining encampments and into towns and cities.
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Ordinarily, rainforests are biologically diverse ecosystems, maintaining mosquito populations at low levels with natural competition and relatively few breeding grounds.

Mining results in a completely transformed landscape, with many pools of standing water and a totally altered ecosystem. In these environments, mosquitos thrive.

Migrant miners live in informal settlements without mosquito protection like sealed living spaces or mosquito nets. This sudden influx of people exposed to the malaria vectors in the forest can result in malaria outbreaks.

When miners return to their home cities or town, they can unknowingly be infected with malaria, causing malaria outbreaks far from the mining sites.

CASE STUDY: LESSONS FROM COSTA RICA

Gold mining in the tropics is often associated with malaria. Alluvial mining and the informal encampments occupied by migrant workers create an environment that is conducive to mosquito breeding and parasite transmission. In the late 2010’s, Costa Rica experienced a malaria resurgence caused by illegal gold mining.

2015: MALARIA ELIMINATED

Following a successful anti-malaria campaign, Costa Rica records zero cases of locally-transmitted malaria, a major victory that is lauded internationally.

2017: MALARIA RETURNS

After a 33-month period of no recorded malaria transmission, 12 cases are recorded.

2018: MALARIA GROWS

Locally-transmitted malaria cases increase to 70. Upon further investigation, researchers find that transmission is stemming primarily from migrant workers associated with an illegal open-pit gold mining region near the northern border.
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SOLUTION: DEVELOP HEALTH SYSTEMS, WARNINGS, AND SUSTAINABLE LIVLIHOODS

- Make gold miners and communities aware of the malaria risks associated with their work
- Have national malaria programs work with environmental partners to co-create solutions that protect both human and ecosystem health
- Create viable economic alternatives for miners

This research would not be possible without the following critical studies:

